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Alba Iulia - The Other
Capital
A historic city where you can breathe more than 2000 years of vivid
history
The place where Romania was born as a modern state
The city which unified Romania and Romanians
The city with the most massive fortress in South-Eastern Europe
The city in the heart of the famous Transylvania Region
A small to a medium-sized city with 74000 inhabitants
At the crossroads of two major transport corridors
A university centre
The headquarter of the Centre regional development agency,
regional rural agency and regional intermediary body for human
capital

Development strategies and
EU funds: top priorities
Strong political and administrative leadership
Stability and continuity
Dedicated department and mixed teams
Commitment and openness in Local Council
Technical coordination for elaboration and
implementation provided by the City Manager

Working in institutional
partnerships
The local universities
The local network of NGOs
Public institutions
The Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Important representatives of local economy
Creative hubs
Working groups for sectorial policies and
relevant domains

Working in international
partnerships
The World Bank
European Commission
Moody’s Rating Agency
Knowledge, thematic and cooperation networks
European cooperation projects, such as those financed
through URBACT, INTERREG

Working and learning from
relevant experts
Jan GEHL
Donald SHOUP
Marcel Ionescu – HEROIU
Adrian DOCEA
Julian STUBBS
URBACT experts
JASPERS experts

Funding Sources

55%
20%
15%
10%

€

EUROPEAN UNION AND INTERNATIONAL DONORS

£

NATIONAL GOVERNMENT

$

LOANS AND BONDS

£

LOCAL BUDGET

350 Mil EUR

Key lessons
Always work in partnerships
Transparency
Relevant data and researches
Projects with impact, qualitative results
A strategy without implementation is useless
Evaluate through competent and relevant tools
The strategy is for the city not for the city hall
Hunt appropriate resources for development,
fitted for local needs
Being a good partner for Managing Authorities
and relevant donors
Think your strategy with the face to your
neighbours (functional urban zone)
Always look to the trends, be agile and stay
informed

The Other
Europe
The Europe
of Cities

•

For the next years, in the European Union’s urban development policy, all the relevant
actors must pay the most significant attention to small and medium-sized cities, and their
urban development strategies.

•

More than 250 million European citizens live in these cities, making them the most
resonant voice of the realities of today’s Europe. There are cities such as Alba Iulia, Gent,
Szeged, Brno, Málaga, Bragança, Siena, Veliko Tărnovo, Lucca, Umeå, Cádiz, Gdańsk.
They are part of the Other Europe. The Europe of cities. But not the Europe of
forgotten cities. And neither of the metropolis. It’s Europe of the most. The real concern
for sustainable urban development at European level must take account of this
demographic and territorial dimension, as well as the potential of these urban centres to
connect to their functional urban areas, metropolitan areas and megalopolises. Big cities
will have tools and will attract resources to fend for themselves.

•

Instead, the European Union, Member State governments, regional and local authorities
must prioritise simple policies, clear strategies, financially and visionary designed
coherently to grow and regenerate small and medium-sized cities, to make them attractive
for housing and investment, for universal education. They have to encourage magnetism of
talent, resilience and the uptake of skilled and creative labour, and to improve brain
migration.

•

The leaders of small and medium-sized cities must invest in their digital, technological and
green transformation, as well as in a functioning ecosystem of public and private
institutions leading this process. Small and medium-sized cities need governance that
sustainably supports public and private health systems, EduTech, AgriTech, smart
communities.

•

The citizens can also live a beautiful and quality life in Europe of small and medium-sized
cities. Therefore their role needs to be redefined and strategically repositioned in the
European investment balance sheet. They must undertake a wise, agile and consistent
mission to promote an accessible, healthy, competitive, digital and inclusive European way
of life.
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